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INTRODUCTION:

Sultan’s Is a company with global vision Sultan’s is operating since 2007 in "Corporate Business Horizon"
of Pakistan with the "Dynamic Vision" of its management it became a trade mark of trust for global
corporate culture. Sultan’s is fully competitive for market oriented trends and supported by the “State
of Art Technology”. Sultan’s consist of energetic, spirited, and devoted professional in respective fields
of interests. As such they constitute a strong team, capable of competently tackling of assignments
effectively and can ensure their economical execution. The personnel in the firm have varied and vast
experience in their respective fields. This blend of professional disciplines, combining the technology of
engineering, the vision of interior designing, the assessment of planner and the appraisal of the
economist, provide an integrated approach to find optimum and sustainable solutions to the challenges.
Emphasis on efficient management of each project from planning through design, construction and
take-off assures the client of satisfactory completion of work and commissioning of the project on
schedule. The company aims at finding the most economical solution through the use of latest and
sophisticated design techniques and makes extensive use of modern computer software for the
preparation of bills of quantities, contract documents, 3D design, cad design, scheduling etc. Services of
associates, specializing in different fields of Architecture, Engineering, Planning, and economics are
available for supplementing the company’s expertise.

MISSION STATEMENT
To provide "Total Solution" by the "State of Art Technology" for Construction, Renovation, Interior and
Automation for Residential, Commercial and Industrial Clients. Working with our client as their Partners
to provide them customized and cost effective solutions with our slogan. "We are a different
organization with total customized solutions and no compromise on Quality".

WHAT WE DO…?
CIVIL WORK (Construction/Renovation)
We deal with the design, construction, and maintenance of the physical and naturally built
environment, including works like buildings, roads bridges, canals, and dams.

INTERIOR DESIGN & DECORATION
Art of decorating a Room, House or Office so that it is attractive, easy to use, and functions well
with the existing architecture. Our goal of interior decoration is to provide a certain "feel" it
encompasses applying wallpaper, painting walls and other surfaces, choosing furniture and fittings,
such as light fixtures, and providing other decorations for the area such as paintings and
sculptures. Interior decorating is done professionally by our interior decorators.

SPACE UTILIZATION PLANNING
An inventory of your space is just the beginning. Often the most cost effective way for our clients
to meet growing demand for space is to measure the effectiveness with which current or proposed
space is used. Space utilization analysis is the process of providing analytical tools to determine
space requirements and measure the viability of existing or proposed alternatives. We use
sophisticated computer modeling techniques to analyze your existing and proposed space. These
models are used to measure your space against benchmarks and other standards. This master
planning inside the building technique allows us to help you regulate requirements and illustrate
options.

LANDSCAPE & GARDEN DESIGN
We approach to urban design in which the elements of cities (water, landform, vegetation, vertical
structures and horizontal structures) are composed (visually, functionally and technically) with
regard to human use and the landscape context.

PRODUCTS (Supplies)

1. Warehouse Racks (Pallet Positions and Customized Shelving) -Imported & locally Produced in our
own Workshop).
2. Wooden Pallets (Wooden Pallets produced in our own wood workshop) -for Warehouses, Storage
Spaces, Bottling Factories & Cold Storages.
3. Turbine Ventilators (Turbine Ventilators for Industry and Warehouses) -A very cost effective &
environment friendly solution which works without electricity.
4. Industrial Exhaust Fans (Produced in our Partner Workshops).
5. Pallet Rubber Band (Pallet Rubber Bands Imported from our Overseas partners) -A solution used
for Stacking different products in warehouses a very cost effective solution in replacement of
Shrink Wrap.
6. Dock Levelers Locally Produced – Hydraulic & Manual Dock Levelers for Loading and Offloading
Spaces in Warehouses where handling different sizes of vehicles.

WOOD WORKSHOP
In our wood workshop we produce, supply and fix following:
1. Wooden Doors & Windows
2. Wooden Floor
3. Kitchen Cabinets
4. Wardrobes
5. Commercial & Residential Furniture
6. Wooden Stairs
7. Stair Railing
8. Gazebos & Garden Elements
9. Customized MDF & Wooden Ceilings
All above mentioned products are available in any wood required by our Clients.

OUR CLIENTS

There are 30+ Domestic Clients

DROP IN
Office and Workshop:
Plot # 4, Street # 1, Khana East, Ghauri Town Phase 1, Federal Area, Islamabad.
Tel/Fax: 0092 51 2522 707
Email: info@sultanson.com
Web: www.sultanson.com

